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Integrating Aesthetic
Aquaponic Systems
into Las Vegas Resorts
Integrating Aesthetic
-This book is dedicated to my grandfather. The man who provided me with the 
opportunity to learn about farming from a young age. 
Aquaponic Systems

























Innovative food production methods can be 
integrated into the existing infrastructure of a Las Vegas 
Casino, supplementing their off-site food dependency 
while becoming an architectural attraction.
Abstract
Las Vegas’ resorts properties are constantly looking for innovative ways to generate 
revenue and increase guest experience for their property. With a steady increase in 
annual visitors, there will be a subsequent growth in food consumption. Las Vegas 
casino properties currently obtain a majority of their food from other states and 
countries. The purpose of this research is to illustrate how Las Vegas casinos can 
utilize a sustainable on-site agricultural practice for more than just food production. 
The book begins by researching the evolution of agriculture and identifying a 
sustainable agricultural system that can be integrated into a Las Vegas casino 
property. The book then explores case studies on art, architecture and sustainable 
urban farming. Through the exploration of case studies, there is a developed 
understanding on how these three topics can be unified in a cohesive design. 
The research is then applied to Golden Nugget, Bellagio, City Center and Luxor. 
These four Las Vegas casino properties were selected because they are iconic 
Las Vegas casino properties that vary in location, scale and architectural style. For 
each property, the book analyzes and critiques the architecture, landscape and a 
unique characteristic to the individual property. Using the critique, an exploratory 
design solution is presented that integrates the existing casino property with an 
innovative and aesthetic aquaponic system. The cohesive designs seek to produce 
sustainable on-site food, generate revenue per square foot and increase guest 
experience. 
History of Farming
Food is an integral part of human life. 
Humans originally obtained their food 
through hunting and gathering. The first 
evidence of farming wasn’t discovered 
until approximately 10,000 B.C. As farming 
became more regularly practiced, 
humans were able to maintain residence 
in a single location. This allowed humans 
to populate an area more densely and 
eventually led to the creation of cities. 
The increase of farming efficiency and 
the inter-connectedness of cities meant 
that less people had to farm and could 
develop specialized trades. 
Traditional farming practices often 
consisted of using harmful pesticides to 
protect the crops. The need to increase 
food production caused humans to 
use technology to genetically modify 
and manipulate farmable organisms. 
After decades of using these farming 
practices, humans are beginning to 
understand the detrimental effects these 
techniques have on the environment and 
ecology. 
Sustainable Agriculture
 Many farms rely on the cultivation of 
a single organism as their primary source 
of income. This style of farming is not 
environmentally responsible because it often 
relies on synthetic fertilizers, pesticides and 
genetically modified organism. If a farmer 
diversifies the organisms that are cultivated 
on the farm, the symbiotic relationships 
created on the farm will benefit the organisms, 
consumers and environment.
 The aquaponics system allows the fish waste 
to be filtered through the gravel and provides 
valuable nutrients to plants. The plants extract 
the toxic nitrites and nitrates generated from 
the fish urine and feces. The filtered water is 
then returned to the fish tank, decreasing the 
amount of water consumption typically used by 
traditional fish farm and crop farm practices. The 
highly aerated water allows for a higher density 
of fish per cubic feet and also increases the rate 
at which the fish will grow. The grow beds in an 
aquaponics systems can be stacked in multiple 
levels above the raceways and stocked with 
edible plants such as lettuce, watercress and 
tomatoes. This allows the farmer to responsibly 
increase the revenue generated per square foot 
of land. Aquaponics also allow the farm to label 
themselves as “Organic” which allows the farm 
to be more marketable, as well as benefit the 
consumer’s health.
Aquaculture “refers to 
the breeding, rearing, and 
harvesting of plants and 
animals in all types of water 
environments including 




ence, art, or occupation con-
cerned with cultivating land, 
raising crops, and feeding, 



























integration of aquaculture, 
hydroponics and agricultural 
practices. Aquaponics is 
a closed loop system that 
does not lose gravel, water 
and nutrients through the 
ground. 
Hydroponics -the 
process of growing plants in 
sand, gravel, or liquid, with 


















Bacteria turns the 
ammonia first into 
nitrites and then nitrates
Water containing 
ammonia from fish food 
and waste is pumped into 
the grow bed
Plants absorb the 
nitrates as plant food
Clean water is 
siphoned into the fish 
tank with ammonia 
removed
Clean water is 




Aquaponics is an 
integrated agricultural 
practice that utilizes fish 
waste to organically fertilize 
plants. This allows two 
sources of consumable 
produce to be grown for 
human consumption or sold 
for revenue. Aquaponic 
systems can be designed 







Aquaponic systems are simple and productive 
assemblies, making them desirable for small scale DIY 
home project as well as large commercial agricultural 
establishments. Residential systems are often made 
of repurposed materials as well as easily attainable 
hardware store materials. 
Typical DIY aquaponic systems and commercial grade 
aquaponic systems have four major components. 
These essential components are a tank/raceway, 
pump, grow bed, and a bell siphon/drain pipe. 
Dependent on the scale of the aquaponic system, and the aquatic species, either 
a tank or a raceway will be used. In the case of a tank with fish, the tank holds 
the water where the fish reside. This water is essential to the system because it 
will collect the waste and urine from the fish. The tank will also germinate healthy 
microbes and bacterial that are beneficial to the development of the fish and 
plants. 
The pump moves the water from the tank to the grow bed. By moving the water, 
the nutrients from the fish can be delivered to the plants. The rest of the aquaponic 
system’s water transportation is typically done through gravity flow. Therefore, it is 
essential that the pump can move the required amount of water volume to the 
necessary head height. The pump is the only device within the aquaponic system 
that relies on mechanics and electricity. 
 
The grow bed houses the plants and facilitates the delivery of the nutrients. 
The grow bed is typically constructed of wood members and lined with plastic 
to ensure that no water is lost throughout the system. The grow bed is typically 
located above or within a close proximity to the fish tank. By having the grow bed 
at a higher elevation than the fish tank, it allows the water to move using gravity. 
The aquaponic system is a holistic system that recycles the water and relies on 
the survival of the fish. Therefore, the aquaponic system uses various types of 
grow media instead of soil. Some examples of effective grow media that do not 
contaminate the fish water are clay balls, lava cinders, river pebbles. The grow 
media is placed in the grow bed allowing the plants to bury their roots. The depth 
of the grow bed is also important because it determines the carrying capacity of 
water, grow media, and what plant species can be used based on its root structure 
and root depth. 
Aquaponic systems return the water from the grow bed using either a flow-through 
system, or an ebb-and-flow system. A flow-through system allows the water to 
continuously travel through the aquaponic system. The water level within the grow 
bed never rises because there is a drain hole that is cut on the bottom of the grow 
bed and attached to PVC piping to carry the water. More commonly used in an 
aquaponic system is the ebb-and-flow system. This system uses a series of PVC pipes 
that are set within one another called a bell-siphon. The bell-siphon controls the 
water level, and the fill and drain pattern of the grow bed. This amazing assembly 
does not use any electricity, but purely relies on gravity based siphoning. The bell-
siphon allows the grow bed to fill to a determined height, letting the plants hydrate. 
Then the bell-siphon engages and quickly purges the water out of the grow bed 
allowing the plants to breath. For both systems, the return pipe is located above the 
water level of the tank. This allows the returning water to splash when contacting 
water in the tank. This is essential because it aerates the water for the fish as well as 
releases harmful water pollutants. The ebb-and-flow system is desired because it 
purges the water at a much higher volume than the flow-through system, creating 
more aeration and a higher fish stocking density. 
Importance to Las Vegas
LOGISTICS & 
TRANSPORTATION
The process of 
obtaining produce 
will become 
decreasing the length 
of transportation, 
as well as the time 
of obtaining the 
produce. This data 




assist casinos in 
cleaning the air so the 
occupants will reduce 
the amount of toxins 
inhabitting the space. 
in the visual line of 
sight are also proven 
to increase the mental 






The produce is also 
grown and harvested 
on site, eliminating 
transportation.
BUSINESS PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES
The integration 
of a sustainble 
into an existing casino 
will take careful 
coordination from an 




To make a sustainable 
to encompass a 
of square footage. 
Therefore, some level 
of construction will 
need to take place 







































4 sq ft per tomato plant
52 weeks in a year
14 weeks average lifespan of tomato plant
25 lbs average yield per tomato plant
= 6.25 lbs/sq ft
6.25 lbs/sq ft X 3.7 cycles = 23 lbs/sq ft/ year
23 lbs/sq ft/ year X $5.00 per lbs = $115 per sq ft/ year
= 3.7 cycles
Potential Casino Revenue Generation
Example: Heirloom Tomatoes
$115 per sq ft/ year  X 43,560 sq ft (1acre) = $5,009,400 per acre




















































 Dale Chihuly is a world renowned 
glass sculpture. Glass blowing was tradi-
tionally judged based on the symmetry of 
the piece. Chihuly uses his vast knowledge 
of the material properties of glass to let the 
glass organically shape itself. He uses grav-
ity and centrifugal force to allow the glass 
to create dynamic and unexpected forms. 
Dale Chihuly says his art “represents a de-
parture from the past.” 
 Architecture is directly influences 
the way Dale Chihuly views the world. He 
describes architecture as a “interaction of 
form, space and light. It is an opportunity ti 
create an emotional experience. Welcom-
ing people into a space, surrounding them 











 Shayna Leib is an abstract sculp-
ture who is primarily known for her glass 
sculptures. She does multiple intricate glass 
sculptures that are uniquely assembled to 
create a composition. Shayna Leib de-
scribes the characteristics of glass as hav-
ing the “ability to express flow, freeze a 
moment in time, and manipulate optics.”
 Shayna Leib finds inspiration in the 
natural occurrence of the environment. 
The composition of her pieces allow it to 
be viewed, studied and interpreted on 
macro and micro scales. She describes her 
work as the “multitudes of tiny little parts-
blades of grass all bending in the wind to 
the same rhythm. As you pan out you have 
waves or form. Zoom in and you see each 
individual blade of grass moving to the 






















Bruno Taut constructed the Glass Pavilion in 1914 at the Cologne Deutscher Werk-
bund Exhibition in Germany. The building materials consisted of concrete, colored 
glass and glass brick. The structure is an extruded cylinder that sits on a concrete 
pedestal, and is capped by a geodesic glass dome. The interior had a seven-tiered 
cascading waterfall that was situated between the two stairways. The glass dome 
allowed the sun to reflect off the water, filling the room with a sensation of fluidity. 
The Glass Pavilion is iconic because of the ideologies that Bruno Taut exemplified 
through it. According to author Paul Scheerbart, Taut wanted to start an uprising 
of architects that would design with “a new artistic spirit.” Bruno Taut wanted to 
design buildings that would evoke emotion. “The Glass Pavilion was one of the first 
exhibition building designed as a mechanism to create vivid experiences, where 




The Hanging Gardens of 
Babylon
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon are one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient 
World. It is theorized that the gardens  were located in the modern day city of Babil, 
Iraq and existed between 600 BC and 1 AD. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon are 
said to be a massive mound of clay, similar in shape to a ziggurat. 
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon are considered to be an agriculture and engi-
neering marvel. The walls of the gardens were large enough to cultivate fully ma-
ture trees. Water from the Euphrates was redirected to irrigate the vast structure. 
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon were terraced, allowing the water to permeate 
down the structure with no water loss. The gardens were able to provide fresh fruit 





Pasona Headquarters is a Japanese recruitment office located in Tokyo, Japan. 
Pasona Group worked with architectural firm Kono Designs to conceptualize their 
ideologies on agriculture in the urban environment. The project was a full retrofit 
of an existing nine stories, 215,000 square foot building. With the support of Pasona 
Group, Kono Designs was able to create 50,000 square feet of green space that 
houses more than 200 species of plants, fruits, vegetables and rice. Pasona Group 
wanted to use their headquarters as a community outreach facility to showcase 
and educate the community in the benefits of the dying traditions of Japanese 
agricultural practices. The headquarters use vegetation to promote a healthy 
lifestyle through aesthetics, indoor air quality, and consumption of the edible plants. 
Pasona Headquarters has many innovative and unusual methods of agricultural 
integration. The ceiling of the conference room has a grate where tomato vines 
are hung and grown using a hydroponic system. The headquarters also has an 
indoor rice patty, bean sprouts are cultivated under benches, and lemon and 
passion fruit trees are used as partition walls for meeting spaces.  

GrowUp Urban 
GrowUp Urban Farms is a company that is committed to building sustainable com-
mercial urban farms. Their mission is to provide organic produce to local markets 
while educating the community on sustainable agricultural methods. GrowUp 
Urban Farms identifies abandoned sites and unused spaces, and revitalizes them to 
feed the community using sustainable agricultural practices. 
 GrowUp Urban Farms has a small experimental project in Central London 
called GrowUp Box. The project repurposes a used shipping container as a green-
house, integrating aquaponics and vertical growing technologies. The fish are 
raised in tanks located within the shipping container. On the roof of the shipping 
container, GrowUp Urban Farms has constructed a glass greenhouse that holds 
multiple vertical planters. The aquaponic system has successfully cultivated various 
leafy greens, herbs and Golden Tilapia. GrowUp Urban Farms states that they can 
sustain an annual production of 150 kilograms of fish and 435 kg of edible vegeta-















The architecture of the Golden Nugget’s pool area has a semicircular plan that is 
three levels high. The second floor overhangs the pool area and sits on the shark 
tank. Therefore, there are no views to the shark tank, which is the main focal point 
of the space. The second floor has a low floor to ceiling height of 10 feet that pre-
vents natural light from illuminating the space. The top floor holds the VIP cabanas. 
The cabanas are constructed of a rigid frame that is draped in a gold fabric. The 
cabanas are 10 feet by 10 feet, and only allow for circulation on perimeter of the 
third-floor area. This does not allow for any circulation or utilization of the central 




The landscape at the Golden Nugget’s pool is not advantageous of the space. 
The plants are positioned under overhangs, starving them of vital nutrients that 
they would typically obtain from the sun. The plants are also housed in concrete 
planters which are located in essential circulation paths. This denies the guest the 
freedom to navigate the space at his or her own leisure. The plants are also dense 
and run from floor to ceiling. This blocks the most valuable views in and out of the 
space. The plants species that is used for shading are palm trees of the Arcaceae 
plant family. These trees provide little shade because they have a long skinny trunk 
and a small crown of leaves. The selection of vegetation cannot be consumed by 
humans; therefore they do not provide any supplementary revenue to the Golden 




The Golden Nugget’s shark tank is one of its main visitor attractions. The 200,000 
gallon aquarium houses five species of sharks, including nurse sharks, zebra sharks, 
sandbar sharks, black-tip sharks and tiger sharks. These sharks are natural predators 
that in the wild would voraciously hunt for their meals. In the tank, they are no lon-
ger predators, but they get their food killed and handed to them. They are also fed 
in large quantities to ensure that they will not hunt and kill any other fish in the tank. 
Some of the other fish species that are captive in the aquarium are giant trevally, 
goliath grouper and red drum. All the fish species in the tank are kept in the small 
confined aquarium just to be viewed as a spectacle. The fish swim around the fish 




The Golden Nugget Casino prides itself 
on the Hand of Faith, the world’s largest 
gold nugget on display, and the shark 
tank located at the pool. The aquaponics 
system was created by using the site of 
the shark tank, and the geometry of the 
Hand of Faith to derive the structure. The 
aquaponics system cleans the fish tank while 
simultaneously generating sea asparagus 
and fresh fish for the seven onsite restaurants. 
The aquaponic structure provides shade for 
the VIP cabanas, and becomes a  visual 
aesthetic for the VIP guests, pool guests, and 
three overlooking guestroom towers, that 







The Bellagio’s architecture style is a Lombard Romanesque Revival representation. 
Directly overlooking the Fountains of Bellagio are a row of restaurants and bars. This 
allows the restaurant’s guests to have an uninterrupted view of the water perfor-
mance, enhancing their dining experience. The casino floor is located directly be-
hind the restaurants, followed by the guestroom tower. There are over a thousand 
guestrooms on the east façade, and each room has a unique view of the Bellagio 
fountains. These quality views allow Bellagio to generate more revenue per guest 




The landscape at the Bellagio runs along the perimeter of the body of water used 
for the fountains. The trees that are parallel to Las Vegas Boulevard are very suc-
cessful in providing the audience/pedestrians protection from the elements. The 
vegetation that runs along the road to the porte cochere is also success because it 




The Fountains of Bellagio is a 22-million-gallon body of water that separates Las Ve-
gas Boulevard from Bellagio’s casino and guestrooms. This vast body of water is 13 
feet at its deepest point and has a surface area of over 8.5 acres. The large surface 
of water causes an annual loss of over 12 million gallons of water due to evapora-
tion.  The Fountains of Bellagio perform a water show that synchronizes dancing 





The Bellagio is most notably known 
for its water fountain show that takes 
place in front of the hotel at various 
times throughout the day. The foun-
tains put on a beautiful performance 
that is choreographed with music and 
lights. When the performance is over, 
the large body of water sits stagnant 
and serves no purpose. Therefore, the 
aquaponics system is a series of con-
centric rings that gyrate similarly to an 
acrobatic performer. Each ring will tilt, 
allowing equal distribution of water and 
nutrients, as well as protection from the 
sun. When the water show begins, the 
aquaponics systems will lay flat on the 
water’s surface, not distracting onlook-









City Center is comprised of five components, Mandarin Oriental, Aria, Veer Towers, 
Vdara and Crystals. The Shops at Crystals is the most sculptural of all the projects, 
with canted roofs and undulating points. The interior space has two main rows of 
retail that are two floors high.  Between these two rows of retail spaces, there is a 
massive unused void that is roughly 50 feet wide and 75 feet tall. This unused space 




The landscape within the interior of the Crystals is limited to a small portion of the 
circulation path of the first floor. The landscape is a temporary installation that is 
discarded at the end of every season. The plants that are chosen are not intended 
to perform any other function than provide an aesthetic accent to the occupants. 
The landscape does not engage the occupant or the space, therefore it does not 




In the Crystals mall there is a wooden sculpture that projects out of the first floor and 
connects to the floor slab on second floor. This organic shape is made from woven 
wood pieces that are reminiscent of a cretaceous shell. The horizontal wood strips 
are clad with a metal that has a slightly reflective finish. This resembles the hull of 





City Center is a mix use complex that is 
made of five individual projects. Crystals 
is a mall within the complex that has no 
casino or guest rooms. The interior has 
an excess amount of circulation space 
that is not generating any revenue. 
Crystals is a perfect structure to host 
a large aquaponic system that cold 
service all of various restaurants within 
City Center. The form of the aquaponic 
system was informed by the sculptural 
restaurant in Crystals. The organic form 
is representative of a mollusk and the 
ocean. Therefore the aquaponics system 
is fluid in form. The grow bed and the fish 
tank swirl and wrap one another similar to 









The massing of the Luxor’s guest towers are simple and elegant forms that are eas-
ily understood. The original tower is a 36-story pyramid that holds 2,526 guest rooms. 
The addition is two identical 22 story volumes that abstract the pyramid using or-
thogonal geometry. The Luxor is clad in black glass, giving it a sleek, timeless look. 
The beacon on the top of the pyramid is an icon of the Luxor Hotel and Casino, the 
Las Vegas Strip, and the City of Las Vegas. The Luxor’s façade continues to read 




The landscape outside the east façade of the Luxor is a mixture of palms trees and 
bushes. The vegetation around the sphinx does not enhance the branding of the 
Luxor. The plant species are not native to Egypt or Las Vegas. The plants do not 
provide pedestrians with shade because they are either to tall or to short. The water 
used to irrigate the landscape is lost through evaporation and ground permeation. 
The vegetation is not able to be harvested for human consumption, therefore the 




The sphinx is a 110 feet tall re-creation of what the Great Sphinx of Giza originally 
would have looked like centuries ago. The massive structure lays on the eastern 
entrance to the Luxor Hotel and Casino. The sphinx’s only use is to navigate guests 
from the tram to the hotel. It does this using a long ramp that travels through a dark 
tunnel, and then intersects with the porte-cochere. The structure is a large mass 
of uninhabitable space. The sphinx is an inauthentic representation of the Great 
Sphinx of Giza that dilutes the Luxor’s sophisticated and modern massing. The MGM 
company also realizes that an Egyptian theme is culturally insensitive and inauthen-






The Luxor is constructed of three pyra-
mid shaped volumes. The original vol-
ume is a true pyramid. The addition 
consists of twin volumes that represent 
an abstracted pyramid. Using this lan-
guage, the new aquaponic green-
house is also a true pyramid, but it 
differentiates itself through scale, mate-
rials and use. The organization of plant 
beds for the aquaponic system was de-











The concept for the Golden Nugget casino was refined through explorations on 
form and guest experience. In the initial concept, the aquaponic structure was 
disconnected from the existing architecture. The original form of the abstracted 
golden nugget did not physically or conceptually intersect with the shark tank. 
By analyzing the preliminary concept, it became apparent that the shape of the 
aquaponic system should be informed by the function and the guest experience. 
After further research and explorations, the final design illustrates the function of the 
aquaponic system by drawing the tank above the structure, and the structure into 
the tank. This creates a cohesive design that makes the guest aware of the tank 
and grow system from all areas of the surrounding property.  
Study Models
Site Plan
Perspective 1 at VIP Cabanas
Site Section






The original design for the Bellagio relied heavily on mechanics and did not 
support the overall concept. The scale of the design was unrealistic and would not 
utilize the large body of water to its full potential. By reassessing the function and 
magnitude of the fountains, it became evident that a low maintenance design 
would be the most efficient. By creating pastures similar to rice patties, it allows 
Bellagio the flexibility to alter the size, shape and plant species of the grow beds. 
This design has a low initial cost and limited maintenance concerns, increasing the 
initial and lifetime return on investment (ROI). The low-lying plants will also create 









The original concept for the Luxor was an additional pyramid used as a green 
house. The form was very literal, and the transparent material made it unrealistic 
for the desert. The redesign began by researching the Egyptian pyramids and 
abstracted pyramid forms. For the new Luxor concept, solar angles informed the 
calculated moves to abstract the form. When approaching the structure, it vaguely 
resembles a pyramid. The rammed earth walls feel heavy, and the narrow entry 
creates an intimate experience with the raw organic material. The guest feels as if 












The research and explorations that were conducted through this thesis are reveal-
ing of the opportunities that sustainable agricultural practices could have on Las 
Vegas casinos. By dissecting and analyzing each site individually it becomes evi-
dent that the integration of an aquaponics system could bring significant benefits 
to the casino properties. If an aquaponic system could be successfully integrated 
into an existing Las Vegas casino using innovation and aesthetics, it could become 
an architype of a casino program. Similar to the inclusion of bars, clubs and pools, 
sustainable on-site agriculture methods like aquaponics could become a standard 
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